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Abstract
A vacuum system for the insertion devices at the Advanced
Photon Source was designed, and chambers of this design were
successfully manufactured and tested. Three different versions
of the vacuum chamber have been developed with vertical
apertures of 12 mm, 8 mm, and 5 mm, respectively. The
chambers are fabricated by extruding 6063 aluminum alloy to
form a tube with the desired internal shape and machining the
exterior to finish dimensions. The wall thickness of the
completed chamber at the beam orbit position is 1 mm. The
design utilizes a rigid strongback that limits deflection of the
chamber under vacuum despite the thin wall. Chambers with
lengths of 2.2 m and 5.2 m have been fabricated. Pumping is
accomplished by a combination of lumped and distributed nonevaporable getters and ion pumps. An ultimate pressure of
5.1.10-11 torr was achieved with the 12-mm vertical aperture
prototype. Alignment of the vacuum chamber on its support
stand can be made with a precision of ±25 µm in the vertical
plane, which allows minimum insertion device pole gaps of
14.5 mm, 10.5 mm, and 7.5 mm.

new design is based on an approach termed "tolerances
guidance," in which the thin-walled part of the ID VC will
follow the thick body of the rest of the ID VC in all its
deviations from a straight line.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In order to meet requirements for the integration of the
insertion device vacuum chamber (ID VC) as a part of the APS
storage ring and to optimize the insertion device performance,
the ID VC design must meet the following technical
specifications:
vacuum pressure
(e+ beam off)
vacuum pressure
(e+ beam on)
horizontal aperture
vertical aperture
min VC wall
thickness
total budget of
"unflatness" over
the 5.2 meter
length

<2x10-10
<1x10-9
51 mm (40 mm) (30 mm)
12 ± .2 mm (8 ± .2 mm)(5 ± .2 mm)
1 ± .1 mm
.5 mm

The vacuum wall thickness and the flatness are driven by
the requirements of the insertion device performance at
minimum magnetic gap.
While the vacuum requirements for the ID VC are the
same as for the rest of the storage-ring vacuum system, the
requirements for the mechanical structure are quite different. In
particular, the vertical and horizontal apertures are much
smaller than those for the SR VC. Also, the tight flatness
tolerances must be met along the entire 5.2-meter length of the
thin-walled ID VC. The SR VC does not require such tight
flatness tolerances [1]. In order to meet these specifications, a
new cross section (Fig. 1) for the ID VC was designed. The
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Figure 1. Cross-section of the 8-mm ID vacuum chamber.
a)extrusion, b)after machining, c)end geometry showing the
locations of beam position monitors.

II. FABRICATION
The manufacturing process for the ID VC consists of two
major steps: an extrusion and a subsequent machining. The ID
VC is extruded from the aluminum alloy 6063 T6 (as is the
SR VC). The complicated pattern of this cross section results
from the following requirements: first, uniform material flow
in the extrusion process; second, rigidity of the ID VC with
and without atmospheric pressure, and third, compatibility
with thin-walled machining. The most critical dimension of
the cross section is the opening on the right side where the
positron beam moves through the ID magnetic field. The
maximum deviation from the nominal dimension of 12 mm
did not exceed 50 µm for 5 randomly selected extruded ID VCs.
The machining brings the outside dimension down to
14mm±100µm along the 5.2-meter length.
_________________________
*Work supported by U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Basic
Energy Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.
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Figure 2. Layout of the 5m ID vacuum chamber. 1) ID chamber, 2) 3) stainless steel end box,
4) bellows, 5) support structure
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An insertion-device vacuum system with a total length of
5590 mm will occupy an Advanced Photon Source (APS)
storage ring straight section. Two configurations for the
insertion-device vacuum system have been designed. The
primary configuration will accommodate two insertion devices
while the secondary will accommodate only one device in the
APS straight section. We intend to use the secondary
configuration only during the commissioning or where no
future need for two insertion devices is foreseen. [2] The
general layout of the first configuration is shown in Fig. 2.
The insertion devices vacuum system is placed between
two UHV, all-metal valves. The ID VC is supported by three
rigid stands equipped with alignment screws. Threaded holes
with stainless steel inserts are used to attach the chamber to the
brackets of the support stands. The total deviation of the thinwalled part of the vacuum chamber from the plane surface does
not exceed 50 µm when it is installed on the support. During
tests this alignment was maintained during hundreds of hours
of observation in a room with a temperature variation of more
than 2˚ C.
In order to achieve and control the required vacuum, the ID
VC is equipped with a set of vacuum pumps and vacuum
gauges. The total pumping capacity is achieved by combining
two ~5 meter-long non-evaporable getter (NEG) strips with an
average pumping speed of ~6 l/(sec cm), a 30 l/sec ion pump,
and a 220 l/sec lumped NEG pump in each end box. The
calculated results for the chosen geometry and pumping
capacity are presented in Fig. 3 [3].
In addition to the pumps, the end boxes (Fig.4) also
accommodate transition sections, an x-ray absorber, and
vacuum analyzers. The transition section in the upstream box
is a water-cooled copper block that provides a smooth
transition between the aperture of the ID and SR vacuum
chambers. The transition block in the downstream box is not
water cooled. Both transition sections must be installed to
avoid impedance mismatches which would effect the positron
beam. The x-ray absorber is located in the downstream end
box. It prevents the bending magnet synchrotron radiation from
penetrating the vacuum valve. Thermal calculations show that,
under relatively moderate cooling conditions, the temperature
rise on the surface of the transition block or on the x-ray
absorber does not exceed 110˚ C with a 300-mA positron

current in the storage ring and under maximum x-ray beam
mis-steering.
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Figure 3. Pressure profile of storage ring sector showing the
position of the insertion device vacuum chamber (top) and
pressure profile within the 12 mm-aperture chamber.

One of the walls in each end box is made of a bimetal rollbonded composite of stainless steel and aluminum alloy to
simplify the welding of the end boxes to the vacuum chamber.
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microns for the 8 mm VC. These measurements are in a good
agreement with the ANSYS calculations. The deflection
increased only slightly, about 10 µm, after the bakeout and did
not change afterwards. As mentioned above, the "straightness"
specification was exceeded by an order of a magnitude;
allowing smaller gaps of the APS insertion devices and
extending their capabilities[4]. The ultimate vacuum achieved
in ID VC was 5.1x10-11 torr. Hydrogen dominates in the
residual gas spectrum in good agreement with the calculations
and expectations.
There are at least two alternative approaches to the design
of a small vertical aperture ID VC. One is to use a the thin
wall flexible stainless steel VC which is more expensive and
also is much bulkier, especially on the ends. The other is to
use a welded stainless steel VC as has been built at ESRF but
it is very difficult to achieve the required flatness.
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Figure 4. Vacuum end box. 1) bimetallic wall, 2) x-ray
absorber, 3) rf transition, 4) diagnostic port, 5) and 6) pumping
ports, 7) NEG feedthrough port.
Each vacuum chamber is machined to provide a smooth
transition from the chamber aperture to the 12 mm aperture of
the end box. This enables the use of a single end box design
for the three different apertures of vacuum chambers.
In summary, the ID VC manufacturing procedure consists
of the following set of steps:
1)

extrusion of the 6-meter-long chamber with
subsequent stretching to remove twist and bow;
2) additional straightening on a hydraulic press before
machining;
3) machining the final cross section and to ready the ends
for welding; also, machining of the precision
platforms for the beam position monitor placement
on both ends of the chamber;
4) manufacturing of both end boxes (in parallel);
5) welding the boxes to the vacuum chamber on an
automatic welding machine.
Before welding the end boxes are cleaned and baked in a
vacuum furnace at a temperature of up to the 300 degree C,
followed by a leak test. After welding the whole vacuum
chamber undergoes a thorough second cleaning[3], leak test,
bakeout, and certification.

III. TESTING AND RESULTS
The standard baking procedure, including the NEG strip
activation, usually takes three-four days after which the final
pressure in the ID VC is ≤2x10-10 Torr. To date, we have
finished manufacturing, assembly, and certification of 7 ID
VCs.
The measured maximum deflection of the thin-walled part
of the ID VC under atmospheric pressure did not exceed 35 µm
on each wall for the 12 mm and the 5 mm VC and about 50
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